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Town News
Last public hearing on the warrant articles November 1st
Last day to request an absentee ballot November 3rd. Ballots accepted
until polls close on Tuesday November 8th.
Election Polling at the Dunaway open 8am -8pm
Conservation adds a member; one each leaves Space Needs & Bike/Ped
Jen Hayes joins Dunaway staff as Assistant to Town Manager
Alex Martin joins as new Town Assessor
Booster vaccine clinic at the Dunaway November 12th

The History of the Town
Meeting (part I)
The New England Town Meeting traces its origins to the Mayflower Compact
written and signed by 41 of the male passengers on the Mayflower in 1620
prior to the establishment of the Plymouth Colony in Massachusetts. It was a
social contract in which the settlers agreed to follow the community’s rules
and regulations for the sake of order and survival.
In 1647, Massachusetts began recognizing Maine as a province and, in 1652,
the Colony asserted its power over a part of Maine known as York(shire)
County by having local townsmen sign a statement accepting the rules of the
Compact. Guaranteeing their citizens a right to participate in town affairs,
Town Meeting had begun.
Although Wells was the third Town established in Maine and incorporated in
July of 1653, it was first settled in 1641. With the roots of Town Meetings
planted in the earliest settlements, townsmen met to discuss and decide the
matters that impacted their community.
On the surface, it looked like a form of democracy, but women and slaves
weren’t allowed to participate and, in some cases, church attendance or
property ownership was required in order to vote. By the end of the 1600’s,
however, any man who owned property could cast a ballot. Early records
show that attendance was mandatory and failure to attend was punishable by
a fine. At the beginning, there were weekly meetings but the interval between
meetings eventually lengthened.
continued on page 2
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Citizens Petitions
YES or No Article #2
Would Ogunquit benefit from a 55+
housing facility?
Is the proposed site suitable for 40 units
in two buildings?
Should the zoning be changed to
accommodate this proposal?

YES or NO Article #3
Voters approved a plan in 2009. Why
make the Police Department wait for
several more years?
Will this expanded plan, that utilizes the
entire lower level of the Dunaway, solve
their space, safety and comfort needs?
Along with any additional police input,
should the Town management use
unassigned funds (up to $150K) to hire
experts to produce all the details to
move forward with this plan?

See October Breeze
for more ballot information
on warrant articles

The History of the Town
Meeting (continued)
Aspects of the 17th and 18th century colonial laws are still practiced today.
Early town charters required road surveyors (now road commissioners) and
it was mandatory to have a Town Clerk to keep town records. “Select
persons” were authorized, initially three were the recommended number. In
1691 the Massachusetts colonial legislature ordered that all Town Meetings
be held in March and Moderators were required in 1715. Local town business
and Select Board elections are generally still held in Maine once a year; in
Ogunquit, Town Meeting is held in June.
As the years passed and settlements became more established, they felt
more empowered to protect and preserve their local autonomy and selfgovernment over issues such as religious freedom and tax laws. The Town
Meeting gave settlers a say in how they wanted their colony to be governed.
The open format aired all opinions and ideas with voting done publicly.
The Revolutionary War (1775-1783) was fueled by colonists from settlements
far and wide whose own local governments used open Town Meeting.
Rebellion against the taxes and laws levied on the colonies by the British
Parliament without the benefit of self-representation was the
catalyst that fueled this historic upheaval. Years of Town Meetings had
empowered the colonists to demand that their voices be heard.
It's interesting to note that the 1764-1787 sessions of the Continental
Congress and the Constitutional Convention that resulted in the adoption of
The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution were closed to the
public and held in secret. The movement to guarantee transparency in both
federal and local government was a hard fought battle that took years to be
resolved.
Part Two in the December issue

Town Meeting in Stonington, Maine

Why a Citizen's
Petition?
Over the last decade, there have been a handful
of petitions put forth by residents and members
of Town Committees. The motivations for these
proposals have usually been related to a
perceived need or lack of action on the part of
the Select Board.
Petitions are governed by State law (MRSA Title
30-A) and have requirements as to the number
of signatures obtained from voters that are
verified by the Town Clerk. The required
number, currently 86, is based upon 10% of the
votes cast in the last election for governor. The
person obtaining signatures must attest to the
validity of the process. The Select Board may
move to put a petition on the ballot or not;
however, there are other avenues to do so.
Some petitions have been successful such as
prohibiting private helicopters in 2016 and
mandating term limits for Planning Board
members in 2021. Others have not: OVS funding
in 2016 and Comprehensive Plan in 2018.
Allowing bike kiosks narrowly failed in 2018.
The Select Board may vote to recommend a
petition or not and, if the petition has a financial
component, the Budget review Committee will
also vote. These are noted on the ballot.

It's now up to the voters to decide on
November 8th.
Town Meeting in Huntington, Vermont
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Natural Resources
Visions for the Comprehensive Plan
With all of the surveys, special meetings, warrant articles, budget
cycles, national elections with huge implications for our
democracy, and everything else that inundates our lives, we
sometimes need to take a breath and think about what our fellow
residents are saying about our natural resources.
The following comments were collected at the Comprehensive
Plan Visioning Session held at the Dunaway in July. These are not
necessarily the “hot button” issues of the day, rather, they are
some of the most significant concerns tax payers have expressed
about the future of our Natural Resources.
“Every economic decision should be looked at
through the lens of protecting natural resources.”
“Robust, clear stormwater management plan.”
“Septic cleaning rules enforced/track
pumping/mandatory testing and cleaning with
fines.”
“Enforce rules relative to tree cutting.”
“Don’t drain stormwater into river – go through
natural filtration.”
“Town wide vulnerability study to learn the
effects of storms, high tides, and rising sea level
for the Marginal Way, beaches, Perkins Cove.”
“Find source of pollutants from adjoining
communities."

Stormwater runoff from paving next to stream
“Increase filtration of water run-off before getting
to the river.”
“Planting.”
“Need more public service advertising on pollution
with real time reporting.”
“Protect beaches with the same level of
dedication that we protect our parking revenue.”
“Education on the importance of the estuary.”
“Find real source of source pollution – go from
mouth upstream.”
“Slow development and keep run-off to individual
properties.”

These quotes should form our mission statement for the next 10 years.
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Perkins Cove Bridge
On October 18, the Select Board held a workshop with structural and
mechanical/electrical engineers from two companies (VHB from South
Portland and TCS based in Delaware) to discuss their assessments of the
Bridge and hear comments from the Board and the public.
Constructed in the 1940's with a 125 foot span and a 45 foot timber movable
section (bascule), current conditions of the bridge ranged from fair to poor
with the substructure (pilings) of most concern.
The engineers described their process and preliminary timeline:
a follow-up discussion in a few months leading to an initial design
a final meeting late spring 2023
a final design summer 2023
construction following bids late 2023-2024
Some complex issues were discussed:
a hydraulic versus electrical system
a lift versus ramps to comply with disability access
a determination of the historical status of bridge and Cove
safety considerations for mariners, pedestrians, bridge operators
coordination with dredging which may cause further delays
permitting from multiple agencies
construction design that can withstand storms and power outages
Significant restorations to the Bridge were done in 1978, 2001 and 2012 in
addition to the annual repairs needed in recent years to keep the Bridge
open. Public comment encouraged maintaining the iconic design. A large
question remains as to how much a new Bridge and substructure will cost
above the $2.85 million in promised federal monies. Stay tuned for more
updates.

to submit your
Property Tax
Stabilization Form
(Seniors)
Deadline December 1st
Town Session with Assessor
November 18th

Did You Know?
Town Ordinance
(Chapter 129)
Noise from
construction or
any other
sound-producing
equipment is only
permitted to be
operated from 7:00
AM to 8:00 PM.

The Honorable Harvest
Ask permission of the ones whose lives you seek, abide by the answer
Never take the first, never take the last
Harvest in a way that minimizes harm
Take only what you need and leave some for others
Use everything that you take
Take only that which is given to you
Share it, as the Earth has shared with you
Be grateful, reciprocate the gift
Sustain the ones who sustain you, and the Earth will last forever.
-Poem by Robin Wall Kimmerer, Potawatomi Nation

Perkins Cove Bridge by Helen Horn
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